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ABDULLA BULBUL AMEER
MEETS IVAN SKAVINSKY

SKIVAR

hares tend to fall out. As befell
them today.....

Rainman is famed for the
elegance and complexity of his
trails, with double loops,
checks which do double duty,
you name it. G and Tea goes in
for stark simplicity. (So whose
idea was it to pair them?)
What happened was that the
pack was splintered,
fragmented, disconsolate, and
wet. The front runners were
fine; they solved the checks
very fast indeed, and ran in
while the weather was still dry.
(The usual suspects: Popeye,
Atalanta, Glow Worm, Doug
the Tub, Body Shop,  Nr  2
Man in Brew, soon to acquire
a new name,and,as you may
infer, one other....) Nipple
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Sucker, soon to graduate to
Hare staus, made a valiant
effort, but the remorseless pace
of the other front runners
eventually defeated her.

And severed all contact with
the majority. When these
worthies trickled in the loudest
voice to denounce the FRBs
was - whose else? - that of
Tequil’Over; in the end he
gave them all a down-down as
their reward. But what are front
runners to do if the checks are
quickly solved? Two courses
of action: slow down (perish
the thought!), or blame the
hares. And in the mean time
enjoy the beer. (It has been
alleged that the whole problem
with FRBs is that they do not
drink enough...)

 Readers will by now be weary
of explanations of why the
hash is so called, but :

“Then this bold mameluke
Drew his trusty chibouque
With a great cry of "Allah
Akbar!"
And with murderous intent,
He ferociously went
For Ivan Skavinsky Skivar.

Then they parried and thrust
And they side-stepped and
cussed
Till their blood would have
filled a great pot.
The philologist blokes,
Who seldom crack jokes,
 Say hash was first made on
that spot. “

In other words because co-

By the time the majority came
in the rain had increased, and
the scene in the car park
became ever more miserable.
At last a blood and mud
bespattered mutineer,
condemned in this chronicle to
anonymity, raised the flag of
revolt (by this time almost all
were in, except the GM) and
proposed the health of the
hares, and that of a visitor,
Ross of Arabia. But before the
RA could start, the GM at last
showed up, reluctant to
abandon the speech she had
prepared, to tell us all where
we had been.

Well, we knew that.... The start
corresponded to GG’s recent
trail, going north; then across
damp meadows mired in mud,

over the main road to sylvan
squalor (the outlying residents
of East Horsley leave lavish
loads of litter all over their
woodland, including clapped
out caravans and unseemly
mouldy mounds of fly tipping)

Over the next road, the woods
increasingly dank, dark, wet and
wretched, and the return via
more of the same. Doug the Tub
waxed eloquent on Seasonally
Affected Disorder, and to be
sure this was a sad hash. But
brief.... 65 minutes. Though
another 45 elapsed before we
could get away, by which time
Nr 2 Man in Brew had become
“Spanish” (why? because he is
a Japanese Armada, or words
tothat effect.)

Umbrellas were by now much

in evidence, and certain
harriettes were distinctly cold.
Clever Trevor to the rescue!
Soup, hot soup, delicious hot
soup! How pleased we all
were! (Though Short An was
heard to say she would have
preferred FRB’s confit de
canard....)

RULES FOR SOUP AND
CONFIT DE CANARD
14/01/06: THE NEW YEAR
PARTY!

Bedrooms available 2 pm.

3 pm: hash starts; so does
dining room decoration.

7.30: Welcome Drinks

8 pm Dinner

9.30 Bedtime

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Velco+

(Eve Sullivan
 01737 858326 (h)

and
G and T

(Diana George)
 01372 373856 (h)

Religious Advisor :
Golden Balls

(Charles Bowman)
 01344 488365 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
J. Arthur

(Arthur Thomas)
01483 224491 (h)

Trail Master :
Icepyck

(Gilbert Verspyck)
01483 202650 (h)

DapperHasherie:
SBJ

(Fran Ridout)
01483 416625 (h)

Joint-Secs :
Vidal

(Yvonne Clough)

Date 8-Jan-2006

Hare Rainman/G and Tea

Venue Effingham Junction

On On The Douglas Haig





Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
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1606 22-Jan T-Total Charlworth

1607 29-Jan Nipple Sucker/
J.Arthur

1608 05-Feb Dr Death Horsley ?

1609 12-Feb Body Shop

1610 19-Feb Country Bump-
kin/TakoBelle

Run 1605

Date 15-Jan-2006

Hare FRB

Venue Devil’s Punch Bowl

On On Au choix

SSA

OS (186) 892 358

ScribeDirections:

FORGOTTEN ENGLISH

Second Wedding Day
No, nothing to do with re-marriage. When you come
back from your honeymoon, you give everyone around a
second reception.....

Shumpgullion
NOT someone to invite to your reception, first or
second. It means a glutton. And you should see the
hashers queueing for thirds at Sister Anna’s dances....

Belly-Bender
Difficult one to guess... In the days when ponds froze,
boys took pleasure in the precarious amusement of
leaping from one piece of floating ice to another...Such
pieces were  called belly-benders.

National Trust car park on A3 before Hindhead traffic lights.
From Haslemere follow signs to Hindhead.
National Trust members free; bring a card. Otherwise one
hour free, thereafter £1-50 for the day. Go on, it’s a good
cause!

Scroggins!
Interjection used to express astonishment. Very useful
for hashers wearied in the Circle by loquacious GMs and
RAs.

Holer
An adulterer; a libertine. Guesses as to etymology are to
be discouraged.... (it comes from an equally little known
French word, “holier”)

Whizz-Bang
A mixture of morphine and cocaine injected
subcutaneously. (Allegedly used to speed the passing of
King George V)

Expugn
Very useful word. A blend of expunge and impugn. Just
the thing for those same GMs and RAs.....

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to

Scribe




